Silver Hawk Invite  
April 7, 2015

BOYS TEAM SCORES AFTER 16 EVENTS

1. LSW-Green  120.000  6. Lincoln North Star  32.000
2. Lincoln High  104.000  7T. Lincoln Northeast  30.000
3. Lincoln Pius X  59.000  7T. Westside  30.000
4. Lincoln Southeast  44.000  9. Grand Island  18.000
5. Lincoln East  43.000  10. LSW-Silver  16.000

BOYS LONG JUMP

1. Dajon Thomas, LHS  18' 9-1/2"  Jameson Lauterbach, LSE  16' 3-1/2"
2. Derek Duin, W  18' 6-1/2"  Lane Knott, SWG  16' 1-1/2"
3. Zach Harris, LE  18' 3-1/2"  Race Kohel, LSE  15' 7-1/2"
4. Nate Dillman, SWG  17' 9-1/2"  Brooke Beyer, LNS  15' 7"
5. Anthony Haug, W  17' 9"  Jack Schirmer, SWS  15' 6-1/2"
6. Nick Rosenthal, LSE  Tyler Sextro, GI  17' 9"  17' 6"  Braden Trosper, GI  15' 3-1/2"
   Laylaway Thoe, GI  17' 1"  17' 0"  Zach Thies, B  14' 9"
   Eric Adame, LPX  17' 0-1/2"  Tyler Will, SWS  12' 8"
   Payton Appeispach, LE  17' 0"  Chase Adams, LE
   kaelan Barth, LHS  16' 10"  Dylan Boyte, LPX
   Mark Pham, LPX  16' 9"  Josh Mfinanga, LHS

BOYS TRIPLE JUMP

1. Blake Van Ert, SWG  38' 1"  Lado Kose, LPX  33' 11"
2. Mohammad Majid, LHS  36' 10-1/2"  Lane Knott, SWG  33' 5-1/2"
3. Laylaway Thoe, GI  36' 1"  Jack Schirmer, SWS  32' 8"
4. Larry White, LNE  35' 10"  Nathan Mai, LPX  32' 4-1/2"
5. Josh Powers, LE  35' 6-1/2"  Brooke Beyer, LNS  31' 11-1/2"
6. Geigh Zollicoffer, LNE  Kobie Day, LE  35' 0"  34' 7"  35' 0"
   34' 5-1/2"  34' 5"  34' 5-1/2"
   Jake Erwin, LSE  34' 5-1/2"  Zach Thies, B  30' 8"
   Nate Dillman, SWG  34' 5"  Tyler Flatness, GI  27' 11"
BOYS HIGH JUMP

1. Ben Mehmedbegovic, LE 5' 6" Riley Raymond, LSE 5' 0"
2. Nate Dillman, SWG 5' 6" Preston Sorensen, SWS 5' 0"
3. Dauntavis Lawrence, LHS 5' 6" Jared Thavenant, LPX
4. Mason Austin, LNS 5' 4" Tyler Sextro, GI
5. Nate Tsella, LNS 5' 4" Blake Van Ert, SWG
6. Sammy Richardson, LHS 5' 4" Chuol Lual, GI
   David Leffler, LSE 5' 4" Luke Champoux, LPX
   Geigh Zollicoffer, LNE 5' 2" Trayvon Fuller, LHS
   Alex Lesiak, LPX 5' 2" Dylan Bassinger, B
   Tony Allick, LNS 5' 2" Paul Lohnes, LSE
   Caylen Henning, B 5' 0" Kellan Scott, SWS
   Kellen Hinton, SWS 5' 0" Jakob Ahlschwede, SWS
   Noah Hunt, LNE 5' 0" Jared Fleck, SWS

BOYS SHOT PUT

1. Ethan York, LSE 40' 5" Mitch Sack, SWG 33' 8"
2. Zack Baars, LNE 38' 11" Griffin Wenz, GI 33' 6-1/2"
3. Kobi Smith, LHS 38' 8" Will Uebele, SWS 33' 6"
4. Tyler Kress, GI 38' 4" Brady Anderson, GI 33' 4-1/4"
5. Brett Halleem, LNE 37' 11" Christian Borzekofski, B 33' 4"
6. Steven Kerr, LPX 37' 8" Phillip Mendoza, LE 33' 4"
   Chase Uher, LE 37' 6" Collin Shefke, SWG 33' 3-1/2"
   Bryson Williams, LSE 37' 6" Malachi Norval, LHS 33' 2-1/2"
   James Hunt, LHS 36' 9-1/4" Josiah Bevard, LNE 32' 0"
   Anthony Banderas, SWG 35' 10-1/2" Jake Dickson, LSE 31' 2"
   Robby Farber, LPX 35' 9" Nate Wagner, W 29' 8-3/4"
   Markel Jackson, SWS 35' 0-1/4" Casey Carmichael, W 28' 5"
   Freddie Barie, LPX 34' 7-1/4" Logan Wollen, LNS 28' 1-1/2"
   Collin Stewart, B 34' 4-1/2" Christian Beyer, LNS 24' 9-1/2"
   Teague Pell, SWS 34' 0" Zach Summers, W 20' 10"
| 1.   | Josh Delgado, SWG | 120' 8" | Brady Dickson, LSE | 86' 8" |
| 2.   | Mitch Sachs, SWS | 106' 0" | Collin Stewart, B  | 81' 8" |
| 3.   | Brett Halleem, LNE | 101' 10" | Logan Froistad, LSE | 80' 11" |
| 4.   | Alec Wooster, SWG | 101' 10" | Ben Magdanz, LSE   | 80' 4" |
| 5.   | Tyler Kress, GI  | 101' 8" | Malachi, LHS       | 78' 7" |
| 6.   | Preston Cuddy, SWS | 101' 5" | Josiah Bevard, LNE | 77' 0" |
|      | Anthony Banderas, SWG | 101' 5" | Nate Wagner, W     | 76' 7" |
|      | Evan Ludwig, GI   | 96' 4"  | Kalin Heidbrink, LE| 71' 4" |
|      | James Hunt, LHS   | 96' 2"  | Peter Jurich, LE   | 71' 2" |
|      | Collin Shefke, SWS | 93' 5"  | Zach Kerkman, LPX  | 70' 6" |
|      | Steven Kerr, LPX  | 92' 8"  | Christian Beyer, LNS| 69' 0" |
|      | Ian Hansen, LHS   | 91' 8"  | Casey Carmichael, W| 65' 7" |
|      | Christian Borzekofski, B | 91' 2" | Logan Wollen, LNS  | 62' 10" |
|      | Phillip Mendoza, LE | 91' 0" | Zach Summers, W   | 52' 9" |
|      | Collin Carroll, GI | 89' 6" | Treijan Marshall, LNS| |
|      | Vincent Strudl, SWS | 87' 6" |

**BOYS POLE VAULT - Cancelled**

**BOYS 3200 METER RELAY**

| 1.   | LSW-Green         | 9:21.10 |
| 2.   | Lincoln Northeast | 9:36.50 |
| 3.   | Lincoln East      | 9:36.90 |
| 4.   | Lincoln Pius X    | 9:46.80 |
| 5.   | Westside          | 10:00.30|
|      | Beatrice          | 10:28.90|
|      | Grand Island      | 10:31.90|
|      | LSW-Silver        | 10:32.80|
|      | Lincoln Southeast | 10:35.30|
|      | Lincoln High      | NT      |

**BOYS 110 METER HIGH HURDLES**

|      | TJ Hansen, LPX    | :19.30 | AJ Appleget, LPX      | NT      |
BOYS 100 METER DASH

1. Zion Perry, LHS :11.30 Chase Peterson, LE :12.20
2. Dajon Thomas, LHS :11.40 Laylaway Thoe, GI :12.20
3. Don Nguyen, LNS :11.50 Ethan Shepherd, W :12.20
4T. Jack Aylward, LPX :11.60 Braden Trosper, GI :12.30
4T. Hunter Dowse, SWS :11.60 Parker Merwick, SWS :12.50
6. Dauntavis Lawrence, LHS :11.70 Alex Nelson, GI :12.60
   Austin Gutierrez, SWG :11.80 Tyler Kudron, LPX :12.60
   Brendan Beechley, SWG :11.80 Nathan Hoffman, LSE :12.80
   Henry Flott, W :11.80 Evan Sueper, B :12.80
   TreVonn Wright, W :11.90 Ruben Therrien, LNE :12.90
   Christian Kwambamba, LPX :11.90 Korben Amen, LNE :12.90
   Race Kohel, LSE :11.90 Sontarian Walker, LSE :13.40
   Mason Austin, LNS :12.00 Will Facemire, LNS NT
   Jordan Friesen, LNE :12.10 Logan Sipherd, LE NT
   Devyn Giesler, SWG :12.20 Corbin Reinhardt, SWS NT
   Pat Tran, LE :12.20

BOYS 1600 METER RUN

1. Dustin Siefert, LSE 5:02.50 Graham Gunette, W 5:55.10
2. Anthony Butler, LPX 5:03.80 Greg Hubbard, LNE 5:55.60
3. Nate Stanley, LNS 5:09.70 Ben Czapla, SWG 5:58.00
4. John Boes, LPX 5:12.50 Dylan Hughes, GI 5:58.80
5. Bryan Fitch, LE 5:12.90 Brian Braun-Drapal, GI 5:59.20
6. Skyelar Mitchell, SWG 5:13.50 Jacob Everts, LE 6:03.30
   Luke Pierce, LNS 5:17.00 Drew Vandergriend, SWG 6:05.50
   Nick Cowles, LSE 5:24.50 Elijah Downs, LNE 6:24.90
   Jared Kolok, W 5:30.30 Ben Howard, B 6:25.20
   Eli Bryan, LNS 5:39.30 Noah Byers, SWS 6:32.40
   Aaron Link, LE 5:39.70 Jack Goldstein, W 6:32.60
   Kolby Demery, LHS 5:41.90 Grant Sueper, B 6:47.70
   Will Turner, LSE 5:42.10 Adam Schneider, LHS NT
   Israel Ronquillo, GI 5:45.00
BOYS 400 METER RELAY

1. LSW-Green :47.50  
2. Lincoln North Star :47.80  
3. Grand Island :47.90  
4. Westside :48.90  
5. LSW-Silver :49.90  
6. Lincoln Northeast :50.40  
   Lincoln Pius X DQ  
   Lincoln High DQ  
   Lincoln East NT  
   Lincoln Southeast DNF

BOYS 400 METER DASH

1. Fab Omar, LHS :53.00  Jared Thavenet, LPX :59.80  
2. Montez Calhoun, LHS :53.90  Anthony Krick, LPX 1:00.40  
3. Dylan Downes, SWG :56.40  Royal Lyon-Jones, LE 1:00.40  
4. Justin Bui, SWG :56.60  Farrakhan Muhammad, LHS 1:00.70  
5. Mac Ayotte, LNS :56.60  Dylan Bassinger, B 1:01.60  
6. Nick Rosenthal, LSE :56.80  Pawee Tantisvasdakarn, LSE 1:01.90  
   Derek Duin, W :57.40  Lane Knott, SWG 1:02.90  
   Tath Dak, LE :59.00  Isaiah Bourland, GI 1:03.40  
   Ethan Bomberg, LSE :59.10  Aaron Reyes, LNE 1:03.70  
   Drake Beckner, LE :59.30  Joe Reitz, LNS 1:03.70  
   Sailas Mungia, LPX :59.40  Andrew Pham, LNS 1:10.10  
   Dylan Thomson, GI :59.60  Alejandro Mendez, LNE 1:11.00  
   Jackson Pflug, W :59.60  Gau Ayak, LNE 1:13.60  
   Henry Flott, W :59.60  Luis Chavez, GI NT

BOYS 300 METER INTERMEDIATE HURDLES

1. Ben Mehmedbegovic, LE :45.80  Jonah Housh, LNS :50.70  
2. Jonha Pillow, SWG :46.40  Jamil Funnah, LHS :50.80  
3. Marcus Haynes, LHS :47.40  Jakob Ahlschwede, SWG :51.20  
6. TJ Hansen, LPX :48.40  Jacob Anderson, LPX :52.30  
   Jacob Wiseman, W :48.60  Zach Schroer, SWG :54.60  
   David Leffler, LSE :48.70  Jacob Wehrman, LSE :55.30  
   Warren Minchow, LHS :49.90  Noah Hunt, LNE NT  
   Mitch Easley, LPX :50.20  Jamil Funnah, LHS NT
## BOYS 800 METER RUN

1. Chris Sanchez, SWG  
   Time: 2:12.00  
   Event: Evan Aylor, LPX  
   Time: 2:31.80
2. Nick Korta, LPX  
   Time: 2:12.30  
   Event: Lagu Kuot, LNS  
   Time: 2:33.30
3. Liam Downes, SWG  
   Time: 2:13.50  
   Event: Jaylin Wiese, LSE  
   Time: 2:34.70
4. Alex Krause, LPX  
   Time: 2:16.70  
   Event: DJ Rediger, LSE  
   Time: 2:35.70
5. Goaner Chot, LNS  
   Time: 2:21.70  
   Event: Riley Hansen, GI  
   Time: 2:38.20
6. Ian Stolle, SWG  
   Time: 2:22.80  
   Event: Gabe Mcafee, LNS  
   Time: 2:38.60
   Gabe Neher, B  
   Time: 2:24.50  
   Event: Dan Pagel, B  
   Time: 2:39.40
   Jared Crain, W  
   Time: 2:25.40  
   Event: Choul Lual, GI  
   Time: 2:40.50
   Ryan Salvatori, LE  
   Time: 2:25.90  
   Event: Drew Vandergrind, SWS  
   Time: 2:43.90
   Aaron Link, LE  
   Time: 2:26.60  
   Event: Ben Czapla, SWS  
   Time: 2:46.60
   Caden Frazier, LNE  
   Time: 2:27.70  
   Event: Dylan Almquist, GI  
   Time: 2:50.90
   Jacob Brees, LNE  
   Time: 2:28.20  
   Event: Jack Goldstein, W  
   Time: 2:52.70
   Austin Gubbels, LE  
   Time: 2:28.30  
   Event: Noah Byers, SWS  
   Time: 2:58.60
   Jack Cohen, W  
   Time: 2:29.00  
   Event: Emory Dowding, LNE  
   Time: 3:04.00
   Tyler York, LSE  
   Time: 2:29.90  
   Event: King Tadesse, LHS  
   Time: NT
   Dominic Vavala, LHS  
   Time: 2:30.60

## BOYS 200 METER DASH

1. Farrakhan Muhammad, LHS  
   Time: :23.40  
   Event: Drew Codr, LPX  
   Time: :25.20
2. Zion Perry, LHS  
   Time: :23.50  
   Event: Kevin Elliott, W  
   Time: :25.40
3. Montez Calhoun, LHS  
   Time: :23.60  
   Event: Chase Peterson, LE  
   Time: :25.70
4. TreVonn Wright, W  
   Time: :23.80  
   Event: Tyler Sextro, GI  
   Time: :26.10
5. Austin Painter, LSE  
   Time: :23.80  
   Event: Dylan Bassinger, B  
   Time: :26.30
6. Mason Austin, LNS  
   Time: :23.90  
   Event: Parker Merwick, SWS  
   Time: :26.30
   Austin Gutierrez, SWG  
   Time: :24.10  
   Event: Evan Sueper, B  
   Time: :26.70
   Ben Sager, LPX  
   Time: :24.20  
   Event: Jonathan Swiatek, LSE  
   Time: :27.80
   Brendan Beechley, SWG  
   Time: :24.60  
   Event: korbin Therrein, LNE  
   Time: :28.30
   Zach Harris, LE  
   Time: :24.60  
   Event: Ethan Medberry, GI  
   Time: :29.60
   Eddie Aguilera, LSE  
   Time: :24.70  
   Event: Octavius Farr, LNE  
   Time: :32.20
   Logan Sipherd, LE  
   Time: :24.90  
   Event: Devyn Giesler, SWS  
   Time: NT
   Hunter Dowse, SWS  
   Time: :24.90  
   Event: Trentel Gordon, LNS  
   Time: NT
   Larry White, LNE  
   Time: :24.90  
   Event: Braden Trosper, GI  
   Time: NT
   Justin Bui, SWG  
   Time: :25.00  
   Event: Will Facemire, LNS  
   Time: NT
   Eric Adame, LPX  
   Time: :25.10
BOYS 3200 METER RUN

1. Abram Turner, LSE 10:52.10 Andrew Steinhausen, SWS 12:40.40
2. Daniel Robertson, LPX 10:53.00 Gabe Patton, SWS 12:52.90
   Kevin Hankins, LE 11:57.40 Grant Carstens, SWS 14:01.00
   Cameron Downes, SWG 12:01.60 Joe Fehn, B 14:30.60
   Skylar Mitchell, SWG 12:10.40 Caylen Henning, B 14:59.00
   Jacob Rushman, LSE 12:11.30 Trenton Bates, B 16:02.30
   Isaiah Elsener, LPX 12:11.60 Spencer Salem, W NT
   Dominic Hughes, LNS 12:23.60 AJ Sipherd, LE NT
   Calvin Graeve, W 12:38.30 Nate Stanley, LNS NT

BOYS 1600 METER RELAY

1. LSW-Green 3:50.90
2. Lincoln Pius X 3:52.00
3. Lincoln High 3:53.40
4. Lincoln Southeast 3:54.90
5. Lincoln East 3:55.90
6. Westside 3:57.20
   Lincoln North Star 3:58.30
   Lincoln Northeast 4:02.70
   Grand Island 4:13.90
   LSW-Silver 4:15.40